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Welcome!

Two core questions:
From a “Dean of Formation” whose role also encompasses Field Education.
1. How do we articulate field education through the programme so that
students make progress through to ministry readiness and identity in a way that
both students and FE supervisors are assessing at appropriate levels of
competencies and identity formation?

Two core questions
• How do we integrate development through field education with the
formation outcomes for the whole programme.

Context
• Personal
• Uniting Church in

Australia, in Synod of
NSW/ ACT, based in
Sydney

Standards for
Theological
Education and
Formation: Phase 2 for
Ordained Ministries
Uniting Church in Australia
November 2016

Educational Philosophy (denomination
standards)….
• the context and experience of Ministry is taken seriously and

allowed to interact with the theological disciplines. The emphasis is not to be only
on a mastery of academic knowledge, supplemented by field education. Rather, it is
essential that there is an active interaction between culturally shaped

insights, experiences of Ministry, and the academic disciplines.
Candidates will study in an open learning environment where they are encouraged
to question, to think creatively, to try new forms of Ministry and then to evaluate
and reflect upon them theologically. Given the nature of contemporary Australian
society, a significant portion of this study will take place in a multicultural and
ecumenical context, where life in a multifaith society is in view.

Some contextual specifics …
• No specific degree mandated (but it is normal to complete a BTh or MTh or MDiv)
• Current (in our accredited provider in Sydney/ New South Wales) degree system
does not include Field Education in the degree

• Field Education is mandated by the denomination (we normally have at least 2, 400
hour placements)

• Students are ‘candidates for ministry’ who have been through a one year mentoring

and discernment process and accepted for the programme through a Synod process

• E.g. PhD student -> candidate

Formation Programme
Weekly Community formation day + 3 intensive weeks
Integration of

•
•
•
•
•

Spiritual vitality
Ministry Voice and Identity (Field Education)
Theological wisdom (academic studies),
Relational / emotional maturity
Self-awareness

Context: UCA entering 2020’s with indigenous, intercultural, missional context,
and social context of pluralism, secularism, multi-faith, multi-cultured society

Core question 1
How do we articulate field education through the programme so that
students make progress through to ministry readiness and identity
in a way that both students and FE supervisors
are assessing at appropriate levels of competencies
and identity formation?

Some ways people think about ministry
practice….
Cahalan
using
charisms

ATS
Standards
A.2.5.1-5;
B2.4

Fuller each
with
subunits so
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Hudson 12
characteristics
of pastors
(grouped)

5 Marks of
UTC Field Ed
Mission
Evaluation
(Anglican
Communion)

Cahalan using charisms

ATS Standards
A.2.5.1-5; B2.4

Fuller each with subunits so
172 items

Hudson 12 characteristics
of pastors (grouped)

5 Marks of Mission
(Anglican
Communion)

UTC Field Ed Evaluation

Knowledge of Christian
faith

reflect on interrelated
theological, cultural,
experiential learning.

Leadership

Maintaining personal
professional spiritual balance

To proclaim the Good News
of the Kingdom

Theological Wisdom & Critical
Thinking

Human experience

ministerial leadership within
the congregation
capacity for leadership in both
ecclesial and public contexts.

Pastoral Care

Identify develop and support
lay leaders; build inspire staff/
volunteer team; manage
conflict; navigate technology

To respond to human need by
loving service

Relational Maturity for
Ministry

Worship and prayer

personal faith, emotional
maturity, moral integrity
(including personal,
professional, and ethical
standards), public witness

Personal and spiritual issues

Guide a transformational faith
experience; promote and lead
spiritual formation; leadership
for worship;

To teach, baptise and nurture
new believers

Faith Spirituality and Ministry

Theological and ethical
teaching on social issues

the broader public context

Proclamation

Lifelong learner.

To seek to transform un-just
structures of society, challenge
violence of every kind; pursue
peace
and reconciliation

Responsibility for Own
Learning

Relational Skills

Motivate to be ‘mission
outpost’; develop &
communicate a vision;
interpret and lead change;

To strive to safeguard the
integrity of creation and
sustain and renew the life of
the earth

Ministry Identity and Skills

Vision for mission

What is FE Evaluation about?
• Accountability
• Assessing growing ministerial identity
• Students goals, plans, implementation….

(Drummond)

FE supervisors’ evaluation of behaviours, attitudes, actions, perspectives
College/ denominational requirements

Complexity Over Time
Competencies and skills
Identity as Minister (pastoral imagination, etc.)
As per above…. How do we continue to create depth and growth and evaluate it?
As students advance in their own theological, spiritual, personal complexity
when we may have a variety of placements that bring forth different kinds of
learning?
How do we articulate well the growth in this kind of complexity?

UTC: General Rubric
• Knowing my starting points
• Consolidating (and expanding) Skills and Identity
• Become a mature self involved in leading others (to lead)

FE rubric clarified - Foundation
 Starting points: ministry skills
 Understanding issues - Ordained ministry identity
 Learning to theologically reflect on ministry practice

FE rubric clarified - Intermediate
Consolidating (expanding) Skills and Identity







Ministry outside of comfort zone
21st++ context and missional vision
Leadership competencies
Reflective understanding ordination
Higher level of theological reflection on ministry practice. (Floding)

FE rubric - Advanced
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced:

Become a mature self involved in leading others

Often paid part-time practicum
Confidence in use of own gifts and graces
Clear and ‘owned’ Ministry identity
Ability to lead and empower others
Prophetic witness in multi-cultural multi-faith ministry context
Complex (proficient) theological reflection (Floding)

UTC Field Ed Evaluation
•
•
•
•
•

Theological Wisdom and Critical Thinking
Relational Maturity for Ministry
Faith, Spirituality and Ministry
Responsibility for Own Learning
Ministry Identity and Skills

Adding complexity to our Evaluation
Current situation – Likert
Conversation (annual review-type) captures but not often in ‘objective’ way
 (Course/ subject outcomes can outline higher level objectives. )

Story….

Table groups
• How many of you expect more than one field education experience for students? If
only one, do you have clearly articulated different expectations depending on where
in their degree or education a student is?

• How do you articulate for your students and for the FE supervisor what you are

looking for about the growth and ability of a student? How have you created ways
to articulate that with more complexity as students are working at different levels?

• On your table groups, for about 7 mins, talk about what is going on for you in

terms of naming expectations, and scaffolding that over a student’s developing
readiness for ministry.

Table groups

Core Question 2
How do we integrate development through field education
with the formation outcomes for the whole programme?

ATS on formation:
• “Third, they provide opportunities for formational experiences through

which students may grow in those personal qualities essential for the practice
of ministry—namely, emotional maturity, personal faith, moral integrity, and
social concern.”

• Association of Theological Schools, "Standards of Accreditation,"
(Commission on Accrediting, 2012), ES.1.2.1.

Importance of context
• Denominational context
Forming ministers for a particular tradition
E.g. UCA:

* Adherence to the Basis of Union;
* Commitment to the Covenant with the Uniting Aboriginal and Islander Christian Congress (1985)
and working within the understandings expressed in the Preamble to the Constitution (2009);
*embodying the Church’s declarations that We Are A Multicultural Church (1985), Living with the
Neighbour Who is Different (2000), and One Body Many Members, Living faith and life cross culturally (2012)

• Contemporary societal context….

Socio-theological-cultural context

VISION THAT UNDERGIRDS MINISTRY TRAINING
foster the centrality of the Scriptures in the life of the Church and the work of
ministry; as described in the Basis of Union;
ii. inspire the participation of the people of God in the mission of God revealed in Jesus
Christ by the Holy Spirit;
iii. strengthen resilience, passion and competence for ministry in multicultural and
multifaith contexts of the 21st century;
iv. stimulate lifelong learning and formation in the Christian life for all people;
v. celebrate the shared ministry of the whole people of God;
i.

Formation Rubric and outcomes
• Contextual (as above)
• Also aware of our complex contemporary society

• Developmental

Formation: Five areas
•
•
•
•
•
•

All take context and development into account
Spiritual Vitality
Theological Wisdom
Ministry Voice and Identity
Relational Maturity
Self-awareness and reflectivity.

Formation
• For each of these areas we have articulated what we might be looking for at

each level – not as competencies but as areas to be explored and developed.

• Ultimately we are looking for people who know themselves, who have

learned to inhabit their skills and competencies and content of faith, and
who can now lead, teach, nurture others.

Vibrant Spirituality
• Starting Points: how did I get to my own understanding and practice of
spirituality?

• Consolidate skills and content: how do I expand my ‘repertoire’ and practice
of spirituality

• Being a mature self leading others: how do I nurture those whose spirituality
is different to my own?

Theological Wisdom
• Starting Point: what are my theological lenses and questions
• Consolidate skills and content: how do I expand my lenses, hear others well,
articulate my own positions, deal with complexity

• Being a mature self leading others: in a multi-plex context how do I teach
others to think and learn? And even teach others to teach others….

Ministry Voice and Identity
•
•
•
•

As earlier – here seeing in context with other formational aspects….
Starting Point
Consolidate skills and content
Being a mature self leading other

Relational Maturity
• Starting Point: what is going on for me in how I hold my relationships?

What emotional/ relational models did I grow up with and how do they
shape me now?

• Consolidate skills and content: what is going on for others? How do I
respond? Individual and group reading and responding…

• Being a mature self leading others: dealing with conflict, stress, and keeping
relationships, maintaining safe boundaries for all.

Self-awareness and Reflectivity
• Starting Point: recognising own behaviour patterns: how were they formed?
• Consolidate skills and content: what are my hot buttons? How do I manage
them? How do I learn to take responsibility for myself ?

• Being a mature self leading others: do I have the courage for this?

How do formation and FE talk to each other?
• Formation and Field Education are so closely interwoven
• How do we keep them separate and yet related?

Benefits of articulation
• Articulates what we already know and expect (in an intuitive way)
• Students know what kind of expectations are held for them;
• Helps students set formation goals in broad areas, and then Field Education goals that
relate within that

• FE supervisors know where a student fits in larger scheme of ‘progress’
• Broader Formation assessment has clarity around why we are saying

‘progress – functioning at or beyond expected level’ or ‘a bit more work in
this area’

Thinking about scaffolding Field Education and integrating with Formation
Current situation (taken from assessment): Five areas of formation are covered generically.
There is no scaling or development of skills.

Sense of Self and
Responsibility for
Own Learning
Motivation and
enthusiasm

Faith, spirituality and Theological
ministry
Wisdom and
Critical Thinking
Demonstrates vibrant
Creativity &
faith practices
Integration

Work Habits

Nurturing faith

Initiative, Self-starting
ability

Integration and Growth Theological
Reflection

Self Evaluation
Openness to
suggestions/criticism

Articulating faith
beyond the faith
community

Adaptability

Ministry Identity
and Skills
Knowledge base

Ministry skills
Communication
skills

Application of ideas Ministry identity
Leadership skills

Relational
Maturity for
Ministry
Interpersonal and
intercultural skills
Understanding of
workplace
Self and other

Emotional maturity

FIRST ATTEMPT AT SCALING EFFORT
Sense of Self and
Responsibility for
Own Learning

Faith,
spirituality and
ministry

Roots

Motivation and
enthusiasm

Demonstrates
vibrant faith
practices

Consolidations

Work Habits

Nurturing faith

Nurturing and
leading

Initiative, Self-starting
ability

Integration and
Growth

Self Evaluation
Openness to
suggestions/criticism

Theological
Wisdom and
Critical
Thinking
Application of
ideas

Ministry Identity Relational
and Skills
Maturity for
Ministry
Knowledge base

Interpersonal and
intercultural skills

Adaptability

Ministry skills

Theological
Reflection

Communication
skills

Understanding of
workplace
Self and other

Articulating faith Creativity &
beyond the faith Integration
community

Ministry identity
Leadership skills

Emotional
maturity

CURRENT ATTEMPT AT SCALING EFFORT

Roots

Consolidations
Nurturing and
leading

Sense of Self and
Responsibility for
Own Learning

Faith,
spirituality and
ministry

Motivation and
enthusiasm
Openness to
suggestions/criticism
Work Habits

Demonstrates
vibrant faith
practices

Theological
Wisdom and
Critical
Thinking
Application of
ideas

Nurturing faith

Adaptability

Initiative, Self-starting
ability (plans, puts into
place projects)

Integration and
Growth

Theological
Reflection

Accurate SelfEvaluation ( relate to
others’ feedback)

Articulating faith Creativity &
beyond the faith Integration
community

Ministry Identity Relational
and Skills
Maturity for
Ministry
Recognises own
ministry gifts and
needs for growth

Interpersonal and
intercultural skills

Meets growth
skills for new
contexts
Communicates
(groups,
individuals) with
clarity
Ministry identity
Leadership skills

Understanding of
workplace
Self and other

Deals with
conflict (own and
others) to create
safe places for
difference

Table Groups
• How would you talk about your definition or outline of what you are looking
for, for formation?

• How allied is that with what you are doing in Field Education? Or shouldn’t
it?

• Given you a chart….. Might like to do it in pairs or threes, or alone – or crit
mine!

-> Areas of Formation – key things you are looking for…
-> How do your Field Education criteria fit into that with increasing
complexity?

Thank you for any comments in this ongoing
journey
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